DHL SEAIR from Asia provides you with a powerful combination of air and ocean freight for cargo destined to Europe, Middle East, Africa, Central and Latin America.

- By choosing DHL SEAIR you benefit from a service that is faster than pure ocean freight and more economical than standard air freight.
- Through DHL Global Forwarding’s closely-knit worldwide network, your freight will initially be routed on a selected ocean line to one of our global cross-docking locations.
- After vessel transfer handling has been completed at the arrival port your freight will then be transported by a preferred air carrier to its final destination.
- Your shipment will stay in our control at all times. As expected from the worldwide leader in air and ocean freight, we take care of all customs formalities and delivery documentation for you.

- DHL SEAIR is provided by StarBroker, DHL Global Forwarding’s specialist in house carrier. We will source from our global fixed route and departure schedules the most favourable solution for your freight. Every route is covered at least once a week.
- DHL SEAIR freight enjoys ocean freight priority; as it is loaded last it will therefore be unloaded first, ready for the final leg to destination.
- With the knowledge that our expert teams are managing all formalities and documentation for your freight, you will be equally pleased that the rate for this service includes all fees that might be incurred.
FLEXIBLE, COST EFFECTIVE SOLUTION WITHIN YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN

DHL SEAIR COVERAGE

DHL SEAIR offers you a choice in time-saving and cost-effective transport solutions from more than 25 origins in Asia.

From Asia to Europe, Middle East and Africa
From the point of port departure, your freight will be forwarded through Dubai and then transferred into pre-booked air cargo space to be flown into Europe, Middle East and Africa.

Expedited DHL SEAIR from Asia to Europe
For more urgent freight destined to Europe, DHL Global Forwarding can offer you an expedited service. Freight collected in Asia will initially be forwarded through Incheon, S.Korea, then flown directly into Europe.

Routing from Asia, Middle East and Africa

Expedited routing from Asia to Europe

CUSTOMER BENEFITS

- More economical than standard air freight
- Faster than pure ocean freight
- Flexible transport planning based on your individual requirements
- High quality and reliability assured by using DHL’s predetermined routes and handling locations
- Tailored quotes for large projects or non standard routings
- Comprehensive service backed by the know-how and experience of our DHL SEAIR teams worldwide

Routing from Asia to Central and Latin America

Freight destined for Central and Latin America will transit by one of two routes. Transferred ocean shipments will be forwarded on pre booked air cargo space through Los Angeles or Panama direct to destination country or trucked between Los Angeles and Miami to be forwarded by air freight to destination country.

Contact details

DHL Global Forwarding
Global Air Freight Management
Peter Merian-Strasse 88, CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland
Tel: +41 61274 7474
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